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Question 1: Please be as specific as possible regarding work.
Answer 1: Yes, in finding a purpose for serving for this one, you might take into consideration the unique
combination that makes this so. That is the combination from Universal Forces of one with intense
interests, a drawing toward colors and art and such, with, at the same time, the intensity of psychic
feeling, that is sensitivity. The inquisitive mind of the teacher, the explorer, one who is not afraid of new
concepts, of opening to discover new ideas. And one, at the same time, who is able to express the self
and enjoys expressing the self with others.
For anyone to find purpose in life, there should be the examination of self and seeing that which is built,
that which is available to serve with. Take these then for the application and put them together.
There is a great need in this time for research, research and teaching, understanding, correlating that
which can be done with color, in healing, in attuning, in opening, in affecting the lives, the
consciousness, the health of those about. There is a need for someone sensitive to these things and who
can remember those times of application of these things to write concerning them, and to bring
together that that is available. And could well be possible for this one. The teaching, the seeking out that
which will make these laws more understandable could be the greatest service in this time. Talking
concerning these things until men begin to understand and apply, not only of color now, but of stones,
of gems as well.
This one particularly suited to understanding the vibrational qualities of stones, and using them for
health purposes or for causing the reaction within the body, the mind, and for discovering how these
laws can be applied. Give the self to these things.
Not that this would be the limitation. Not that this will be the limit of the activities or the teaching. This
is only the portion of expressing that greater thing, the Creator of the laws. But should be reflected
through art and through stones, through color and the disciplines of color in this time, and particularly
through teaching and writing.
Question 2: What would be the best location for my spiritual growth and development?
Answer 2: Couldn’t at the present do better than the present location. Begin where you are. However,
for this one, there will be a great deal of travel. There is the love of travel already within the self and
some traveling about in the exploration, the sharing with others of these ideas The developing,
discovering, sharing, teaching, some traveling about.
Question 3: I’m wearing an unusual wedding band, and it is centered with a black star sapphire. The
band looks like a crown and ?? in design. Does this represent anything in past memories? And is the
stone proper? If not what should it be?
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Answer 3: A stone is well to be worn and the memory is strong. A time of particular grandeur in past
periods of royalty, and expresses that of extremes, that of drama, dramatic in its vibration, in its
expression, and is the purpose for being drawn. It expresses the personality. It brings to the surface
something of the time of great soul advancement for this one. Not at all bad that it would be worn. But
understand its purpose and its expression. Will lend to the ability to express the self dramatically and in
extremes as well.
When there is a time and a need for attunement, for setting apart these things in the quiet, it would be
well that there be used a blue stone, a lapis. A lapis linguis would be well, particularly if it were taped to
the forehead during periods of meditation and sitting in quiet. Will help this one to open up to
understand, to receive instruction and understanding.
Question 4: Can you tell me the proper colors to wear for better attunement?
Answer 4: For this one, for a period of time, the best colors for opening the self would be of purple or
violet, even lavender at times, worn with white.
These will tend to increase the curiosity of the mind and to form an aura of protection. That is, that of
violet in the aura raises the vibration of the self to a level of intensity that tends to shut out the lower
forces and lift the mind to higher ideals. The desires then may change to that of clear blue with white at
a later time. For now, bring a great deal of violet, of purple and some lavender into the wardrobe and
about the self. Always wear with white.
Question 5: I have met a friend in the past year that seems very familiar His name is …(Name)… and
comes from …… Massachusetts. His astrological sign is Gemini, yet I know not more. Have I known him
in past lifetimes?
Answer 5: We have not those records nor sufficient data to bring those records. But can give this. That
the attraction between souls, so instantly the feeling of recognition, can be taken not only as evidence
of having known in past, but as well of possibility for interaction in this time and of growth for both. That
is, one to whom one is attracted can be of assistance in providing stability of comfort, of courage, yet
there may as well be dangers in renewing a relationship that is finished. So if there is hesitancy, these
then should be set aside. Look to this for strength, and as often as ye think, let the mind remember
those things that have been the sharing experiences and enter into them, as in meditation and such.
And allow the self to remember the experiences and to grow with them.
Where there is seen a need, then an opportunity, let him be of support in this time.
That’s all for this Reading for now.
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